REGINA CEMETERY

TYPE 1 MEMORIALS

1. Pillow Style Memorial
   (1) Top
      (a) Material: Granite
      (b) Dimensions:
         Length: 51 cm (20”) minimum; 71 cm (28”) maximum
         Width: 30 cm (12”)
         Height: front 13-15 cm (5-6”); rear 20 cm (8”)
   (2) Base
      (a) Material: Granite
      (b) Dimensions:
         Length: 66 cm (26”) minimum; 86 cm (34”) maximum
         Width: 43 cm (17”)
         Height: 15 cm (6”)

   The top must be placed on the base to allow a minimum 6.3 cm (2.5”) margin around the top at any point.

   (3) Foundation: Concrete (prefabricated slab or continuous strip) as supplied by cemetery.

   (4) Placement: Placed at head of lot, centred over a maximum of 3 adjacent lots.

   (5) Method:
      (a) Inscriptions engraved or lasered directly into any surface of the memorial.
      (b) Cast bronze plaque can be affixed to any surface of memorial.
      (c) Ceramic plaque can be affixed to the Top of memorial with a maximum size of 10.1 cm (4") wide x 12 cm (4 ¾") high.

2. Flat Memorial
   (1) Material: Granite

   (2) Dimensions:
      (a) Small
         Length: 36 cm (14”) minimum; 45 cm (18”) maximum
         Width: 15 cm (6”) minimum; 45 cm (18”) maximum
         Height: 10 cm (4”)
      (b) Large
         Length: over 45 cm (18") minimum; 91 cm (36”) maximum
         Width: over 30 cm (12”) minimum; 61 cm (24”) maximum
         Height: 10 cm (4”)

   (3) Placement: The memorial is set flush with the ground. The memorial can be placed directly over cremated human remains or centred over a maximum of 3 adjacent lots, but in no instance at the head of the lot.
3. Child or Infant Memorial
   
   (1) **Top**
   
   (a) Material: Granite
   
   (b) Dimensions:
   
   Length: 45 cm (18”) maximum
   Width: 30 cm (12”) maximum
   Height: 10 cm (4”) minimum to 36 cm (14”) maximum including base

   (2) **Base** (optional)

   (a) Material: Granite
   
   (b) Dimensions:
   
   Length: 56 cm (22”) maximum
   Width: 38 cm (15”) maximum
   Height: 36 cm (14”) maximum including base

   (3) **Foundation**: Concrete (prefabricated slab or continuous strip) as supplied by the cemetery.

   (4) **Placement**: Placed at head of lot.

   (5) **Method**: (a) Inscriptions engraved or lasered directly into any surface of the memorial.
   
   (b) Cast bronze plaque can be affixed to any surface of memorial.
   
   (c) Ceramic plaque can be affixed to the Top of memorial with a maximum size of 10.1 cm (4”) wide x 12 cm (4 ¾”) high.

   **TYPE 2 MEMORIALS**

4. Upright Memorial

   (1) **Top**

   (a) Material: Granite
   
   (b) Dimensions:
   
   Length for 1 lot: minimum 61cm (24”); maximum 70 cm (28”)
   Length for 2 lots: minimum 61cm (24”); maximum width of 2 adjacent lots, less 30 cm (12”) = 173 cm (68”)
   Length for 3 lots: minimum 61 cm (24”) maximum width of 3 adjacent lots, less 30 cm (12”) = 275 cm (108”)
   Width: 15 cm (6”) minimum; 30 cm (12”) maximum
   Height: 122 cm (48”) maximum

   (2) **Base**

   (a) Material: Granite
   
   (b) Dimensions:
   
   Length for 1 lot: minimum 76 cm (30”); maximum 86 cm (34”)
Length for 2 lots: minimum 76 cm (30”); maximum width of 2 adjacent lots, less 15 cm = 188 cm (74”)
Length for 3 lots: minimum 76 cm (30”); maximum width of 3 adjacent lots, less 15 cm = 289 cm (114”)
Width: 43 cm (17”) maximum
Height: 15 cm (6”)

(3) **Foundation:** Concrete (prefabricated slab or continuous strip) as supplied by the cemetery.

(4) **Placement:** Placed at head of one or more lots in designated areas only.

(5) **Method:**
   (a) Inscriptions engraved or lasered directly into any surface of the memorial.
   (b) Cast bronze plaque not permitted on any surface of memorial.
   (c) Ceramic plaque can be affixed to the Top of memorial with a maximum size of 10.1 cm (4”) wide x 12 cm (4 ¾”) high.

5. **Veteran's Scroll-Style Memorial**

   (1) **Top**
      (a) Material: Barre Light Grey Granite – steeled face, balance sawn
      (b) Dimensions:
         - length: 40.6 cm (16”)
         - width: 30.5 cm (12”)
         - height/Slope: 20 cm front (8”); 13cm back (5”)
      (c) Inscription using 60-degree V-cut:
         - font, Smith Sip #2 or Monu Cad #69;
         - engraved letters minimum depth 0.6 cm (1/4”);
         - all capital letters;
         - letter height 2.5 cm (1”);
         - do not in paint or highlight engraving;
         - maximum letters per line 12.
      (d) Latin Cross
         - height X width 4.1 cm X 2.5 cm (1 5/8” X 1)
         - width of shaft and cross bar 0.6 cm (1/4”)
         - inscribe using 60-degree V-cut;
         - an official military crest may be substituted if requested by next of kin;
         - position: top 1.6 cm (5/8”) below top of stone.
      (e) Lines
         - Line 1: position: top 1.6 cm (5/8”) below bottom of Latin Cross, First and last name and post-nominals
         - Line 2: rank
         - Line 3: unit + CEF for WWI veterans
(iv) Line 4: Date of Death and Age [or year of birth - year of death] (i.e. 1886-1950) and age;
(v) Line 5: LEST WE FORGET (This line applies when replacing a marker that had LEST WE FORGET on the original marker)

(f) Top of Stone
(i) Line 1: name and post-nominals;
(ii) Line 2: rank.

*Typically, one line of text only; use two lines if necessary, 2nd line 1.6 cm (5/8”) below first line.
** When replacing a damaged marker, reproduce the wording as it is on the original marker.

(2) Base
   (a) Material: Light Barre Grey Granite
   (b) Dimensions:
       Length: 51 cm (20”)
       Width: 41 cm (16”)
       Height: 10 cm (4”)

(3) Foundation: None

(4) Placement: Placed at head of lot.

(5) Notes:
   *Cast bronze plaque not permitted on face of memorial
   **Ceramic plaque not permitted on any surface material
6. Flat Memorial for Veteran’s Spouse
   (1) Material: Granite
   (2) Dimensions:
       Length: 36 cm (14”)
       Width: 15 cm (6”)
       Height: 10 cm (4”)
   (3) Placement: Memorial is set flush with the ground. Placed on the lot either
directly below the Veteran’s memorial or directly over the cremated
remains.
   (4) Ceramic plaque not permitted on any surface of memorial.

7. Plaque for Veteran's Spouse
   (1) Material: Cast Bronze
   (2) Shape: Rectangle
   (3) Dimensions:
       Length: 7.5 cm (3”)
       Width: 20 cm (8”)
   (4) Placement: Centred on front of monument base.
   (5) Attachment: Hidden studs.

8. Headstone-Style Flat Memorial
   (1) Material: Granite
   (2) Dimensions:
       Length: 36 cm (14”) minimum; 86 cm (34”) maximum
       Width: 15 cm (6”) minimum; 61 cm (24”) maximum
       Height: 10 cm (4”)
   (3) Foundation: Concrete (prefabricated slab or continuous strip) as supplied by
Cemetery.
   (4) Placement: Placed at head of lot.
   (5) Method:
       (a) Inscriptions engraved or lasered directly into any surface of the
memorial.
       (b) Cast bronze plaque can be affixed to any surface of memorial.
       (c) Ceramic plaque not permitted on any surface of memorial.

TYPE 3 MEMORIALS

9. Type 3 Memorials include any memorials not covered by Type 1 or 2. Type 3
Memorials will be allowed only in accordance with sections 23 to 25. The specifications
of Type 3 Memorials also apply to mausoleums.
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